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Greetings,
finally there are good news from Büchertiger Studio & Press that fill another newsletter. I didn't have
much time for work in the past year - hard to believe that the twins will actually be one year old in June!
But the little time I had I managed to use rather successfully:
On June 29th Quarry books will publish "1,000 Artists' Books. Exploring
the Book as Art". It is a gallery style book, curated and edited by
Sandra Salamony and Peter and Donna Thomas. I am very happy that
two of my books are featured.
Also there are finally good news
regarding my endeavor to write
Coptic binding instructions in
German. This first publication is
planned for June 8th, and is a
complete kit to make your own
book in 2-needle style with a two colored exposed sewing on the
spine, with handmade covers (contained in the box). The contained
instructions are professionally printed on recycled paper and are of
course good to be used for future projects, too. Beside the
instructions for the binding itself it also contains the historical
context, a troubleshooting sections, and explanations for choosing
and making own covers and textblocks. Until it is officially released
you can pre-order it for a reduced price at my blog (see paypal button
in the right panel there).
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This summer you have a good excuse to come and visit Bonn: I will have my first solo exhibition in the
public library in Beuel. The titel is "Verdeckte Botschaft. Das Buch als Ort der Begegnung von Autor und
Leser. Buchkunstarbeiten von Hilke Kurzke". As an English title
I would have chosen "message under cover", a play of words
that unfortunately doesn't work in German. A translation of
the current title is: "Hidden message. The book as the place
where author and reader encounter each other. Works in Book
Art by Hilke Kurzke". The main part of the exhibit will be my
works in secret scripture but also other works with hidden or
covered text will be featured - and more. The opening with me
being present is on July 19th at 7 p.m., the exhibition will be on
from July 20th through August 31st. It will be a pleasure to
meet you there!
Wishing you a beautiful June with as nice weather as we are having it here at the moment, and good
success with your current projects, the "book tigress" Hilke
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